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7 Abstract

8 This paper presents an autonomous intelligent agent developed for monitoring Alzheimer patients' health care in execution time

9 in geriatric residences. The AGALZ (Autonomous aGent for monitoring ALZheimer patients) is an autonomous deliberative case-

10 based planner agent designed to plan the nurses' working time dynamically, to maintain the standard working reports about the

11 nurses' activities, and to guarantee that the patients assigned to the nurses are given the right care. The agent operates in wireless

12 devices and is integrated with complementary agents into a multi-agent system, named ALZ-MAS (ALZheimer Multi-Agent

13 System), capable of interacting with the environment. AGALZ description, its relationship with the complementary agents, and

14 preliminary results of the multi-agent system prototype in a real environment are presented.

15 © 2007 Published by Elsevier B.V.

16

17 Keywords: Multi-agent system; Deliberative agent; Case-based reasoning; RFID; Health care

18

19 1. Introduction

20 Agents and multi-agent systems (MAS) have become

21 increasingly relevant for developing distributed and

22 dynamic open systems. The AGALZ (Autonomous

23 aGent for monitoring ALZheimer patients) agent is

24 aimed to improve the efficiency of health care in

25 geriatric residences. This paper describes the AGALZ

26 agent and explains how this deliberative planning agent

27 has been designed and implemented. The AGALZ agent

28 has been integrated within a multi-agent system called

29 ALZ-MAS (ALZheimer Multi-Agent System), devel-

30oped for facilitating the management and control of

31geriatric residences. The aim of this paper is to present

32the AGALZ agent and to demonstrate how its planning

33mechanism improves the medical assistance in geriatric

34residences by optimizing the visiting schedules. These

35agents also facilitate the nurses' and doctors' work by

36providing updated information about patients and

37emergencies, as well as historical data.

38The applications of agents and multi-agent systems

39in the health care and clinical management environ-

40ments are becoming a reality; this fact has been reported

41for example by Foster et al. [7]. Most agent-based

42applications are related to the use of this technology in

43patient monitoring, treatment supervision and data

44mining. Lanzola et al. [11] present a methodology that

45facilitates the development of interoperable intelligent

46software agents for medical applications and propose a
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47 generic computational model for implementing them.

48 The model may be specialized in order to support all the

49 different information and knowledge related require-

50 ments of a hospital information system. However, they

51 do not contemplate the possibility of using wireless and

52 RFID technology as in this paper, nor have they

53 proposed the use of dynamic planning. Others, such as

54 Jeffrey and Meunier [13] propose the use of virtual

55 machines supporting mobile software agents using the

56 functional programming paradigm. This virtual machine

57 provides the application developer with a rich and

58 robust platform upon which to develop distributed

59 mobile agent applications, specifically when targeting

60 distributed medical information and distributed image

61 processing. This interesting proposal is not viable due to

62 the security reasons that affect mobile agents, and they

63 have not defined an alternative for locating patients or

64 generating planning strategies. There are also agent-

65 based systems that help patients to get the best possible

66 treatment and remind the patient about follow-up tests

67 [14]. They assist the patient in managing continuing

68 ambulatory conditions (chronic problems). They also

69 provide health-related information by allowing the

70 patient to interact with the on-line health care informa-

71 tion network. Others such as Decker and Li [6], propose

72 a system to increase hospital efficiency using global

73 planning and scheduling techniques. They propose a

74 multi-agent solution using the generalized partial global

75 planning approach that preserves the existing human

76 organization and authority structures, while providing

77 better system-level performance (increased hospital unit

78 throughput and decreased patient stay time). To do this,

79 they extend the proposed planning method with a

80 coordination mechanism to handle mutually exclusive

81 resource relationships, using resource constraint sched-

82 uling. This system does not use dynamic planning, it

83 uses a static task assignment, and it does not work on

84 wireless devices and does not use location information

85 or RFID technology.

86 The AGALZ agents are integrated within ALZ-MAS

87 multi-agent system which is a dynamic system for the

88 management of different aspects of the geriatric center.

89 This distributed system uses Radio Frequency Identifi-

90 cation (RFID) [16] technology for ascertaining patients'

91 location in order to maximize their safety or to generate

92 medical staff plans. The development of such multi-

93 agent system has been motivated for one of the more

94 distinctive characteristics of geriatric or Alzheimer

95 residences, which is their dynamism, in the sense that

96 the patients change very frequently (new patients arrive

97 and others pass away), while the staff rotation is also

98 relatively high and they normally work in shifts of eight

99hours. ALZ-MAS provides the personnel of the

100residence with updated information about the center

101and the patients, provides the working plan, information

102about alarms or potential problems and keeps track of

103their movements and actions within the center. Dynamic

104problems require the dynamic solutions provided by this

105technology. From the user's point of view the

106complexity of the solution has been reduced with the

107help of friendly user interfaces and a robust and easy to

108use multi-agent system.

109The proposed planning agent AGALZ is a deliberative

110one and uses a case-based reasoning (CBR) [1]

111architecture, that allows it to respond to events, to take

112the initiative according to its goals, to communicate with

113other agents, to interact with users, and tomake use of past

114experiences to find the best plans to achieve goals. This

115particular agent uses a special type of CBR systemswhich

116we call Case-Based Planning (CBP) system, specially

117designed for planning construction. AGALZ is also a

118deliberative agent that works at a high level with the

119concepts of Believe, Desire, Intention (BDI) [3]. The

120AGALZ can be called a CBP–BDI agent, and has

121learning and adaptation capabilities, which facilitates its

122work in dynamic environment. A CBP–BDI agent is

123therefore a particular type of CBR–BDI agent [5], which

124uses case-based reasoning as a reasoning mechanism,

125which allows it to learn from initial knowledge, to interact

126autonomously with the environment as well as with users

127and other agents within the system, and to have a large

128capacity for adaptation to the needs of its surroundings.

129There is an ever growing need to supply constant care

130and support to the disabled and elderly [15] and the

131drive to find more effective ways to provide such care

132has become a major challenge for the scientific

133community. During the last three decades the number

134of Europeans over 60 years old has risen by about 50%.

135Today they represent more than 25% of the population

136and it is estimated that in 20 years this percentage will

137rise to one third of the population, meaning 100 millions

138of citizens [4]. This situation is not exclusive to Europe,

139since studies in other parts of the world show similar

140tendencies. In the United States of America, people over

14165 years old are the fastest growing segment of the

142population and it is expected that in 2020 they will

143represent about 1 of 6 citizens totaling 69 million by

1442030 [9]. Furthermore, over 20% of people over

14585 years old have a limited capacity for independent

146living, requiring continuous monitoring and daily care.

147The Institute of Medicine has studied the role of

148information technology in improving health care

149delivery in the US. In [12], the Institute presents a

150strategy and an action plan to foster innovation and
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151 improve the delivery of care. The need to reinvest in the

152 system is underlined and as such six health care aims are

153 defined (to be safe, effective, patient-centered, timely,

154 efficient and equitable) and ten guidelines for the

155 redesign of the system are given focusing on the role

156 of the patient and improvements in knowledge,

157 communication and safety mechanisms. Moreover the

158 Institute proposes a strategy to improve safety in health

159 care based on the study of medical errors [9]. The

160 proposed system presented here has been conceived and

161 developed taking these considerations into account.

162 The importance of developing new and more reliable

163 ways to provide care and support to the elderly is

164 underlined by this trend [4], and the creation of secure,

165 unobtrusive and adaptable environments for monitoring

166 and optimizing health care will become vital. Some

167 authors [15] consider that tomorrow's health care

168 institutions will be equipped with intelligent systems

169 capable of interacting with humans. Multi-agent systems

170 and architectures based on intelligent devices have

171 recently been explored as supervision systems formedical

172 care for the elderly or Alzheimer patients [7], these

173 intelligent systems aim to support them in all aspects of

174 daily life, predicting potential hazardous situations and

175 delivering physical and cognitive support. Multi-agent

176 systems together with the use of RFID technology offer

177 new possibilities and open new fields such as the ambient

178 intelligence that may facilitate the integration of distrib-

179 uted intelligence software applications in our daily life.

180 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [16] is an

181 automated data-capture technology that can be used to

182 electronically identify, track, and store information about

183 products, items, components or people. It is most

184 frequently used in industrial/manufacturing, transportation,

185 distribution, andwarehousing industries, but there are other

186 growth sectors including health care [16]. ALZ-MAS uses

187 microchips mounted on bracelets worn on the patient's

188 wrist or ankle, and sensors installed over protected zones,

189 with an adjustable capture range up to 2m. Themicrochips

190 or transponders use a 125 kHz signal help locate the

191 patients, which can be ascertained by consulting the

192 AGALZ agents installed in personnel PDAs.

193 The following section presents the AGALZ agent

194 and its planning strategy. Section 3 shows the Multi-

195 agent system ALZ-MAS in which AGALZ has been

196 incorporated. Section 4 presents the results obtained

197 with the system and the conclusion.

198 2. AGALZ: autonomous health care agent

199 AGALZ is an autonomous deliberative case-based

200 planner (CBP–BDI) agent developed for integration

201within a multi-agent system named ALZ-MAS. The

202goal of this agent is to provide efficientworking schedules,

203in execution time, for geriatric residences staff and

204therefore to improve the quality of health care and the

205supervision of patients in geriatric residences. Each of the

206AGALZ agents is assigned to a nurse or a doctor of a

207residence, and provides also information about patient

208locations, historical data and alarms. As the members of

209the staff are carrying out their duties (following the plan

210provided by the agent) the initial proposed plan may need

211to be modified due for example to delays or alarms, in this

212case the agent is capable of replanning in execution time.

213The internal structure and capabilities of the AGALZ

214agents are based on themental aptitudes of beliefs, desires,

215and intentions. This high level structure facilitates the

216incorporation of CBR systems [1] as a deliberative

217mechanism within BDI agents, facilitating learning and

218adaptation and providing a greater degree of autonomy

219than pure BDI architecture [5].

Fig. 1. AGALZ internal structure.
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220 To introduce a CBR motor into a BDI agent it is

221 necessary to represent the cases used in a CBR system

222 by means of beliefs, desires and intentions, and

223 implement a CBR cycle. A case is a past experience

224 composed of three elements: an initial state or problem

225 description that is represented as a belief; a final state

226 that is represented as a set of goals; and the sequence of

227 actions that makes it possible to evolve from an initial

228 state to a final state. This sequence of actions is

229 represented as intentions or plans. In a planning agent,

230 the reasoning motor generates plans using past experi-

231 ences and planning strategies, so the concept of Case-

232 Based Planning is obtained [8]. CBP consists of four

233 sequential stages: retrieve stage to recover the most

234 similar past experiences to the current one; reuse stage to

235 combine the retrieved solutions in order to obtain a

236 new optimal solution; revise stage to evaluate the ob-

237 tained solution; and retain stage to learn from the new

238 experience.

239 Fig. 1 shows the internal structure of a CPB-BDI

240 agent. Problem description (initial state) and solution

241 (situation when final state is achieved) are represented

242 as beliefs, the final state as a goal (or set of goals), and

243 the sequences of actions as plans. The CBP cycle is

244 implemented through goals and plans. When the goal

245 corresponding to one of the CBP stages is triggered,

246 different plans (algorithms) can be executed concur-

247 rently to achieve the goal. Each plan can trigger new

248 sub-goals and, consequently, cause the execution of

249 new plans. AGALZ is an autonomous agent that can

250 survive in dynamic environment because incorporates

251 this planning mechanism. The following subsection

252 presents the planning structure of the AGALZ agent.

253 3. The planning model of the AGALZ agent

254 A deliberative CBP–BDI agent is specialized in

255 generating plans in execution time and incorporates a

256 case-based planning (CBP) reasoning mechanism. The

257 purpose of the CBR agent is to solve new problems by

258 adapting solutions that have been used to solve similar

259 problems in the past [1], and the CBP–BDI agents are

260 a variation of the CBR–BDI agents, based on the plans

261 generated from each case. The AGALZ agents require

262 dynamic planning systems that allow them to respond

263 to changes in the environment and to provide efficient

264 plans in execution time for optimizing the working

265 rotas. The CBP planner used by the AGALZ agent

266 identifies a plan, for a given nurse, to provide daily

267 nursing care in the residence. It is very important to

268 maintain a map with the location of the different

269 patients at the time of planning or replanning, which is

270why RFID technology is used to facilitate the location

271and identification of patients, nurses and doctors.

272So as not to overload the mathematical formula

273without losing generality, this section explains how the

274most replannable plan is chosen, focussing on one nurse

275and one patient. Let E={e0,…, en} the set of tasks that

276the nurse is assigned to.

aj : E
ei

Y
Y

E
ajðeiÞ¼ej

: ð1Þ 277

279An agent plan is the name given to a sequence of

280actions (1) that, from a current state e0, defines the

281path of states through which the agent passes in order

282to offer the nurses the optimum path according to

283each of their characteristics. Below, in Eq. (2), the

284dynamic relationship between the behaviour of the

285agent and the changes in medium is modelled. The

286behaviour of agent A can be represented by its action

287function aA( t)∀ t, defined as a correspondence

288between one moment in time t and the action selected

289by the agent,

Agent A ¼ faAðtÞgtabTpN : ð2Þ 290

292From the definition of the action function aA(t) it is

293possible to define a new relationship that collects the

294idea of an agent's action plan (3),

PA : TxA
ðt;aAðtÞÞ

Y
Y

A
PAðtÞ

ð3Þ 295

296in the following way,

PAðtnÞ ¼
X

n

i¼1

aiAðti � ti�1Þ: ð4Þ 297

299Given the dynamic character desired for the planning

300agent, for a definition of the agent plan, the continuous

301extension of the previous expression (4) is proposed, in

302other words (Eq. (5))

PAðtnÞ ¼

Z tn

t0

aAðtÞdt: ð5Þ 303

305The variation of the agent plan pA(t) will be

306provoked essentially by: The changes that occur in

307the environment and that force the initial plan to be

308modified, and the knowledge from the success and

309failure of the plans that were used in the past, and

310which are favoured or punished via learning. O

311indicates the objectives of the agent and O' are the

312results achieved by the plan. R are the total resources

313and R' are the resources consumed by the agent. The
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314 efficiency of the plan (6) is the relationship between

315 the objectives attained and the resources consumed

Eff ¼
#ðOV\ OÞ

#RV
: ð6Þ316

318 Where # means cardinal of a set. The objective is to

319 introduce an architecture for a planning agent that

320 behaves – and selects its actions – by considering the

321 possibility that the changes in the environment block

322 the plans in progress. This CBP–BDI agent searches

323 continually for the plan that can most easily be

324 replanned in the event of interruption (the most re-

325 plan-able intention). Given an initial point e0, the term

326 planning problem is used to describe the search for a

327 way of reaching a final point eiue*aE that meets a

328 series of requirements. Given a discrete variable X that

329 can take values of a numerable set represented as

X ¼ fxigiaN : ð7Þ330

332 It is possible to define the associated accumulated

333 variable (8), that can be denoted as Ac(X), for a new

334 variable that is constructed by assigning each of the

335 possible values xi taken by variable X, the total of

336 previous results. If X is discrete, the value i-th of the

337 variable Ac(X) is defined as

AcðxiÞ ¼
X

i

j¼1

xj 8xiaX : ð8Þ338

340 If the variable X is continuous with values in the

341 interval [a,b], it is represented by function x(t); the

342 variable Ac(X) at a point xi∈ [a,b] is defined:

AcðxiÞ ¼

Z xi

a

xðtÞdt 8xia½a; b�: ð9Þ343

345 Given a problem E and a plan p(t) the functions Ob

346 and Rc accumulated from the objectives and costs of the

347 plan (10) can be constructed. For all time points ti two

348 variables can be associated:

ObðtiÞ ¼

Z ta

a

OðtÞdt RcðtiÞ ¼

Z ti

a

RðtÞdt: ð10Þ349

351 This allows us to construct a planning space (or

352 space representing the environment for planning

353 problems) as a vectorial hyper dimensional space

354 where each axis represents the accumulative variable

355 associated with each objective and resource. The

356planning space, defined in this way, conforms to the

357following properties:

3581. The representations of the plans within the planning

359space are always monotonously growing functions.

360Given that Ob(t) and Rc(t) are functions defined as

361positive, function p(t) expressed at these coordinates

362is constant or growing.

3632. In the planning space, the straight lines represent

364plans of constant efficiency. If the representations of

365the plans are straight lines, the slope of the function is

366constant, and coincides with the definition of the

367efficiency of the plan.

d

dt
pt ¼ cte () lim

DY0

DOðtÞ

DRðtÞ
¼ cte: ð11Þ 368

370In an n-dimensional space, the extension of the

371straight concept line is called a geodesic curve. In this

372sense the notion of geodesic plans can be introduced,

373defined as those that maintain efficiency at a constant

374throughout their development.

375The concept of a geodesic plan can be better understood

376through the idea of a “plan of minimum risk”. Given a

377problem, the agent must search for the plan that determines

378a solution with a series of restrictions F(O;R)=0. In the

379plans base those plans that are initially compatible with the

380problem faced by the agent, with the requirements imposed

381on the solution according to the desires, and in the current

382state [1] are sought. If all the possible plans {p1,...,pn} are

383represented within the planning space, a subset of states

384that the agent has already attained in the past will be

385obtained in order to resolve similar problems.

386With the mesh of points obtained (generally irregular)

387within the planning space and using interpolation techni-

388ques, a working hyper plan h(x) (that encapsulates the

389information on the set of restrictions from restored

390experiences, giving place by definition to an hyper plan

391due to verifies h(xj)=pjj=1,…,n and the planning space is

392the dimension n) can be obtained, from which geodesic

393plans can be calculated and with which variation

394calculation is applied. Suppose, for simplicity's sake, a

395planning space of dimension 3 with coordinates {O, R1,

396R2}. Between the point e0 and the objective points fsf={e1,

397…, em} and over the interpolation surface h(x), the Euler

398Theorem [8] guarantees that the expression of the geodesic

399plans will be obtained by resolving the system of equations

400in Eq. (12):

AL

AR1

�
d

dO

AL

AR 1V
¼ 0

AL

AR2

�
d

dO

AL

AR 2V
¼ 0

:

8

>

<

>

:

ð12Þ 401

402
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403 Where Ri is the function accumulated R, O is the

404 function of accumulated O and L is the distance function

405 on the hyper plan h(x),

L ¼

Z

h

dl: ð13Þ406

408 In order to obtain all the geodesic plans that, on the

409 surface h(x) and beginning at e0, allow us to reach any

410 of the points e*afsf , a condition of the surrounding

411 must be imposed: the initial point will be e0=(O0,R0).

412 Using variation techniques expressions for all the

413 geodesic plans that, beginning at e0 allow us to attain the

414 desired point are obtained. Once plans have been obtained

415 that will create efficient solutions between the current

416 state and the set of solution states, we will be able to

417 calculate the plan around it (along its trajectory) by a

418 denser distribution of geodesic plans (a greater number of

419 geodesic plans in its environment). The tool that allows us

420 to determine this is called the minimum Jacobi field

421 associatedwith the solution set. g0:[0,1]→S be a geodesic

422 over a surface S. Let h:[0,1]x[−ε,ε]→S be a variation of

423 g0 so that for each tað�e; eÞ, the set fhtðsÞgtað�e;eÞ : htðsÞ
424 for all tað�e; eÞ are geodesic in S and they begin at g0(0),
425 in other words, they conform to ht(0)=g0(0) for all

426 tað�e; eÞ. In these conditions, taking the variations to a

427 differential limit, the Eq. (14) is obtained:

lim
tY0

fhtðsÞ ¼ g0ðsþ tÞ ¼ lim
tY0

hðs; tÞg ¼
Ag0

At
js;0

¼
dg0

ds
uJg0ðsÞ:

ð14Þ
428

430 The term Jg0(s) is given to the Jacobi Field of the

431 geodesic g0 for the set fgnðxÞgnaN , and in the same way

432 that the definition has been constructed, it is possible to

433 give a measurement for the distribution of the other

434 geodesics of fgnðxÞgnaN around g0 throughout the

435 trajectory. Given a set of geodesics, some of them are

436 always g⁎ that, in their environment, have a greater

437 distribution than other geodesics in a neighbouring

438 environment. This is equivalent to say that it presents a

439 variation in the distribution of geodesics lower than the

440 others and therefore the Jacobi Field associated with

441 fgnðxÞgnaN reaches its lowest value at Jg⁎.

442 Let's return to the problem of identifying the most re-

443 plan-able intention, following the recuperation and

444 variation calculation phase, contains a set of geodesic

445 plans {p1,...,pn}. If the p⁎ is selected with a minimum

446 Jacobi Field value, it can be guaranteed that in the event of

447 interruption it will have around it a greater number of

448 geodesic plans in order to continue. This suggests that

449 given a problem with certain restrictions F(O;R)=0, the

450geodesic plan p⁎ with minimum associated Jacobi field

451associated with the set fgnðxÞgnaN is called the most re-

452plan-able solution. The behaviour model G for the CBP–

453BDI agent is Eq. (15).

Gðe0; p1;: : :; pnÞ ¼ p* () ana N=JgnuJgT ¼ Min
naN

Jgn :

ð15Þ

454

456If the plan p⁎ is not interrupted, the agent will reach a

457desired state ejue*afsf ; jaf1; N ;mg. In the learning

458phase, a weighting wf(p) is stored. With the updating of

459weighting wf ( p⁎), the planning cycle of the CBP motor

460is completed.

461Let's suppose that the agent has initiated a plan p⁎ but

462at a moment tN t0, the plan is interrupted due to a change in

463the environment. The geodesic planning meets the

464conditions of the Bellman Principle of Optimality [2], in

465other words, each on of the plan's parts is partially

466geodesic between the selected points. This guarantees that

467if g0 is geodesic for interrupted e0 in t1, because e0 changes

468to e1, and g1 is geodesic to e1 that is begun in the state

469where g0 has been interrupted, it follows that: g=g0+g1 is

470geodesic to e=e0(t1− t0)+e1(t2− t1), the dynamic process

471follows the CBP cycle recurrently: each time a plan finds

472itself interrupted; it generates from the state reached so far,

473the surroundings of the plans from the case base and

474adjusts them to the new problem.With this it calculates the

475geodesic plans and selects the one which meets the

476minimum conditions of the associated Jacobi field.

477A minimum global Jacobi field J(t) also meets

478Bellman's conditions of optimality [2], in other words, a

479minimum global Jacobi field, must select minimum

480Jacobi fields “in pieces”.

JminðtÞ ¼ fJminðt1 � t0Þ; Jminðt2 � t1Þ;: : :; Jminðtn � tn�1Þg:

ð16Þ

481

483If on the one hand, successive Jacobi fields generate one

484Jacobi field, and on the other hand, minimum Jacobi fields

485generate a minimum Jacobi field, the MRPI agent that

486follows a strategy of replanningG(t) as indicated to survive

487a dynamic environment, it generates a global plan p⁎(t)

488that, faced with all possible global plans fpnðtÞgnaN ,
489presents a minimum value in its Jacobi field Jg⁎(t)≡Jp⁎(t).

490TheAGALZ agent is a CBR–BDI agent that seeks plans in

491a dynamic environment in execution time.

4924. ALZ-MAS: a multi-agent environment for the

493AGALZ agent

494The Alzheimer Santísima Trinidad Residence of

495Salamanca has been interested in improving the services
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496 offered to its patients and has collaborated in the

497 development of the technology presented here, provid-

498 ing their know-how and experimenting with the

499 prototype developed. This residence is intended for

500 people over 65 years old, and has the following services

501 and facilities among others: TV room, geriatric

502 bathroom, hairdressing salon, medical service, religious

503 attention, occupational therapy, technical assistance,

504 terrace, garden, laundry service, clothes adjustment,

505 infirmary, reading room, living room, room of visits,

506 cafeteria, social worker, chapel, elevator, customized

507 diet, and multipurpose room.

508 Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the first floor of the

509 Santísima Trinidad Residence of Salamanca containing

510 the main facility rooms, while all the patients' rooms are

511 located in the second floor. This residence has capacity

512 for 60 patients, an average of 6 nurses, one social worker

513 and 5 more employees with other responsibilities. We

514 selected 30 patients to test the system, so the hardware

515 implemented at the Residence basically consisted of 42

516 ID door readers (Hitag HT RM401and mobile Work-

517 About Pro RFID), one on each door and elevator, 4

518 controllers, one at each exit, one in the first floor hall

519 and another in the second floor hall, and 36 bracelets

520 (Sokymat ID Band Unique Q5 with a chip Hitag S 256),

521 one for each patient and the nurses. The ID door readers

522get the ID number from the bracelets and send the data

523to the controllers which send a notification to the

524Manager agent.

525The ALZ-MAS multi-agent system is a distributed

526system of a relatively high dimension, and requires a

527detailed analysis and design process before its design.

528We decided to use a combination of Gaia [18] and

529AUML for the system design, in an attempt to take

530advantage of both. Through the Gaia analysis, two

531models are obtained: the role model and the interaction

532model. Studying the requirements of the problem, five

533roles have been chosen: the Patient role manages the

534patient's personal data and behaviour (monitoring,

535location, daily tasks, and anomalies); the Doctor role

536treats patients; the Nurse role schedules the nurse's

537working day obtaining dynamic plans depending on the

538tasks needed for each assigned patient; the Security role

539controls the patients' location and manages locks and

540alarms; and finally, the Manager role manages the

541medical record database and the doctor–patient and

542nurse–patient assignment.

543As far as an interaction model is concerned, the

544dependences and relations between roles are described.

545For the roles involved in the system a number protocols

546have been considered: request a treatment, inform about

547monitoring data, inform about care results, request a

548doctor assignment, request a nurse assignment, inform

549about assignment, request a patient's daily plan, inform

550about a patient's daily tasks, request a patient location,

551inform a nurse about a lock activation, report alarm

552activation, request doctor situation, doctor reports on his

553schedule, request a nurse situation, nurse reports

554situation, patient reports an anomaly, patient reports on

555personal data and previous medical records. For

556example, when the nurse wants to know the tasks

557required for the patient, the Nurse role executes a

558protocol RequestPatientPlanif through which is able to

559make a request to the Patient role. The Patient role acts

560to give a suitable response to the Nurse role and

561executes the InformPlanif protocol to communicate the

562planned tasks to the NURSE role.

563In the Gaia design process three models are

564considered: agent model, services model and acquain-

565tance model [18].

566To achieve a low level AUML design, with enough

567details for an implementation to be carried out. The

568AUML design provides class diagrams for each agent,

569collaboration or sequence diagrams for each interaction,

570state and activity diagrams to represent internal states

571and protocol diagrams to model communicative acts.

572Some examples of the low level AUML detailed design

573will be presented in the next section.
Fig. 2. Sensor positioning in the first floor of the Santísima Trinidad

Residence of Salamanca.
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574 The conclusions obtained after the analysis and

575 design process let us conclude that ALZ-MAS is

576 composed of four different types of agent:

577 – Patient agent manages the patient's personal data and

578 behaviour (monitoring, location, daily tasks, and

579 anomalies). Every hour validates the patient location,

580 monitors the patient state and sends a copy of its

581 memory base (patient state, goals and plans) to the

582 manager agent in order to maintain backups. The

583 patient state is instantiated at execution time as a set of

584 beliefs and these beliefs are controlled through goals

585 that must be achieved or maintained. The beliefs that

586 were seen to define a general patient state at the

587 Santísima Trinidad Residence of Salamanca were:

588 weight, temperature, blood pressure, feeding (diet

589 characteristics and next time to eat), oral medication,

590 parenteral medication, posture change, toileting,

591 personal hygiene, and exercise. The beliefs and goals

592 used for every patient depend on the plan (treatment) or

593 plans that the doctors prescribe. The patient agent

594 monitors the patient state by means of the goals. To

595 know if a goal has been achieved or has failed, it is

596 necessary to maintain continuous communication with

597 the rest of the ALZMAS agents. At least once per day,

598 depending on the corresponding treatment, the patient

599 agent must contact the nurse agent. The patient agent

600 must have periodic communication with the doctor

601 agent. Finally the patient agent must ensure that all the

602 actions indicated in the treatment are taken out.

603 – Manager agent plays two roles the Security role that

604 controls the patients' location and manages locks and

605 alarms; and the Manager role that manages the

606 medical record database and the doctor–patient and

607 nurse–patient assignment. It must provide security

608 for the patients and medical staff and the patients,

609 doctors and nurse assignment must be efficient.

610 – Doctor AGALZ agent treats patients. The Doctor

611 agent needs to interact with the Patient agent to order

612 a treatment and receive periodic reports, with the

613 Manager agent to consult medical records and

614 assigned patients, and with AGALZ agent to

615 ascertain the patient evolution.

616 – AGALZ agent schedules also the nurse's working

617 day obtaining dynamic plans depending on the tasks

618 needed for each assigned patient. AGALZ manages

619 nurses' profiles, tasks, available time and resources.

620 The generated plans must guarantee that all the

621 patients assigned to the nurse are given care. The

622 nurse cannot exceed 8 working hours. Every agent

623 generates personalized plans depending on the

624 nurse's profile and working habits.

625Manager and Patient agents run in a central

626computer, but AGALZ agents run on mobile devices,

627so a robust wireless network has been installed as an

628extension to the existing wired LAN. With respect to the

629question of failure recovery, a continuous monitoring of

630the system is carried out. Every agent saves its memory

631(personal data) onto a data base. The most sensitive

632agents are patient agents, so these agents save their state

633every hour. When an agent fails, another instance can be

634easily created from the latest backup. The database and

635server used must have redundancy and failure recovery,

636so a RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks)

637server is used. In the case of a server failure, an alarm is

638generated and all the plans and information required for

639nurses and doctors to carry out their working day are

640automatically printed. A secure and authenticated access

641to the patients data is provided. The use of different

642authorisations for users, logins and passwords, and the

643encryption of messages using a public key infrastructure

644and SSL (Secure Socket Layer) have already been

645implemented. Moreover, the RFID tag only contains the

646identification number, and not the personal data.

6475. The AGALZ agents in operation

648The objectives of AGALZ agents are: to plan the

649nurses and doctors working time dynamically, to

650maintain the standard working reports about their

651activities, and to guarantee that the patients assigned

652to the nurses are provided with suitable care. Thus the

653AGALZ agent schedules the working days obtaining

654dynamic plans depending on the tasks needed for each

655assigned patient. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the AGALZ

656nurse agent has five capabilities and offers three

657services.

658AGALZ implements the reasoning cycle of the CBP

659system by means of three capabilities: Update, KBase

660and VCBP (Variational CBP). The Update capability

661implements the retrieve and retain stages, while the

662KBase capability implements the reuse stage and the

663VCBP capability the revise stage, where the nurse

664opinion is evaluated. The VCBP capability is also in

665charge of dynamic replanning task. By means of its Give

666Care capacity, AGALZ supervises each care task and

667generates the corresponding report. The Consult Nurse

668Data capability allows AGALZ to execute different

669queries on stored data.

670Given a set of beliefs B compatible with the problem

671E, it is possible to generate a plan base CBP that

672contains all the possible plans produced by the

673combinations of compatible beliefs. The beliefs avail-

674able for the AGALZ agent are tasks, resources and time.
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675 A task is a java object that contains the data of the

676 patient who requested the service, the description of the

677 service and the time limits to carry it out, as can be seen

678 in Table 1. For each task one or more goals are

679 established, in such a way that the whole task is

680 eventually achieved. A goal is also a java object, that

681 identifies what the AGALZ agent wants to achieve

682 (complete a task) and under which conditions (restric-

683 tions). For this, a goal can contain parameters and define

684 creation conditions (that allow AGALZ to define the

685 conditions for achieving the goal), context conditions

686 (the conditions that must be fulfilled) or drop conditions.

687 To achieve its objectives each goal triggers plans. A plan

688 is a procedure written in java code. A goal can create

689 new goals (subgoals) to achieve its objectives (for

690 example for the task of rehabilitation AGALZ creates a

691 new goal for each concrete exercise).

692 The CBP system constructs plans as a sequence of

693 tasks that need to be carried out by a nurse. A

694 description of the problem will be formed by the tasks

695 that the nurse needs to execute, the resources available,

696 and the times assigned for their shift. In the Update

697 stage, the descriptions of similar problems are recov-

698 ered. In order to do this, the AGALZ agent allows the

699 application of various similar algorithms (cosine,

700 clustering etc.). In this step, those problem descriptions

701found within a range of similarity close to the original

702problem description are recovered from the beliefs base.

703In our case, a tolerance of 20% has been permitted.

704Once the most similar problem descriptions have

705been recovered, the K-Base capability recovers the

706solutions associated with them. One solution contains

707all the plans (sequences of tasks) that are carried out in

708order to achieve the objectives of AGALZ for a problem

709description (assuming that replanning is possible) in the

710past, as well as the efficiency of the solution being

711supplied.

Fig. 3. AGALZ AUML class diagram.

Table 1 t1:1

Task example t1:2

t1:3Task Data

t1:4TaskId 36

t1:5TaskType 32

t1:6TaskDescript Feeding (lunch)

t1:7TaskPriority 3

t1:8TaskObjective 0

t1:9TaskIncidents 0

t1:10PatientId 7

t1:11PatientDependence 2

t1:12MinTime 12:30

t1:13MaxTime 15:00

t1:14TaskResources Food 1
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712 The VCBP capability also combines the recovered

713 solutions, as explained in Section 4, to construct a plan. At

714 this time AGALZ takes control of the processing of the

715 plan (scheduling). The VCBP capability is centered

716 around the objectives and resources needed by each task,

717 aswell as on the objectives that the nurse needs to perform

718 and the resources available in order to carry out the global

719 plan. The objectives or global plans that each nurse has are

720 to attend to the patients and not to work for over 8 h. The

721 time available is a problem restriction. This available time

722 will influence the hyper plan of restrictions, specifically,

723 the range of positive values that the z axis takes from this

724 hyper plan. The resources necessary for some of the tasks

725 are food, equipment and rooms. Finally, the VCBP

726 capability takes care of incidents and interruptions that

727 may occur during replanning.

728 In order to illustrate how the planner works, let's take a

729 significant example. In the first place it is necessary to take

730 into account that each nurse has a different profile

731 according to their qualification and the tasks that they

732 usually carry out. Let pr ¼ pr1;
: : :; pr10 define the stored

733 profiles of the nurses at the residence. It is considered

734 appropriate to manage the profiles of the nurses because

735 there are some nurses who perform tasks with greater skill

736 or who carry out tasks in less time. On the other hand, the

737 AGALZ agent maintains a close relationship with the

738 Manager agent. The Manager agent has as one of its tasks

739 the assignation of nurses to patients and doctors to

740 patients. This assignation is carried out through the CBR

741 reasoning motor of the Manager Agent. When the new

742 assignation of tasks needs to be carried out to the nurses or

743 to the doctors, both past experiences, such as the profile of

744 the nurse or doctor, and the needs of the current situation

745 are retrieved. In this way tasks are allocated to a nurse.

746 These tasks may correspond to the same patient or to a

747 number of patients. Moreover, as mentioned above, the

748 profile of each nurse is taken into account. For example,

749 not all nurses are equally qualified for rehabilitation. If

750 one nurse is more qualified in the area, she will be

751 allocated the patients whose need for rehabilitation is

752 greater, always taking into account that the nurse cannot

753 work more than 8 h, so that the number of patients

754 assigned depends on the time needed to carry out the

755 rehabilitation. The Manager agent takes into account how

756 those patients who receive rehabilitation are improving,

757 the arrival of new patients, holiday rotas etc. As such, the

758 allocation of tasks needs to be set on a daily basis.

759 Secondly, it is necessary to store within the beliefs

760 base the time that each task takes, described as

761 tj ¼ Maxj;kft
i
jkg, where j indicates the type of task, k,

762 the nurse with the most suitable profile to carry it out

763 (since it is only possible to assign on each task type to

764the nurses who are qualified to carry it out) and i, the

765patient that requires the task.

766Once the assignation of tasks to a nurse has been

767completed, the assignation is communicated to the

768corresponding AGALZ agent. From this moment on, the

769planning process begins. The AGALZ agent must take

770into account the time that nurse has available and the

771time required for each task. Moreover, the resources

772available and the location of the patients involved are

773also taken into account. In order to make a plan, the

774cases with a similar problem are recovered from the

775beliefs base and solutions (plans) that were used to

776resolve them are combined.

777A large quantity of measurements have be taken in

778order to standardise the time taken to arrive at a given

779room, or to take a patient from one room to another

780(depending on the level of dependence of the patient).

781These times are included directly in the time assigned

782for each task.

783The location of the patients is a factor which sig-

784nificantly influences the decision as to whether a plan

785should be interrupted. For example, in the case that a nurse

786should go to a given room to take dinner to the patient and

787the patient is actually in a different room, the nurses plan

788will need to be interrupted. As mentioned above, the

789location of the patients within the hospital is defined

790through a reference system inR2. In the location system,

791it is fundamental that RFID devices are used. These

792devicesmake it possible to rapidly assess the possibility or

793need to replan.

794A plan can be interrupted for different reasons. Those

795which have been taken into account within the residence

796are: that a resource fails, that a patient suffers some sort

797of crisis and requires unforeseen attention, that the

798patient has an unexpected visit or that visits to the

799patient have gone on over the permitted time allowed

800and an emergency situation. If the planner finds itself in

801a situation where the plan is interrupted, it rejects the

802initial plan and seeks an alternative one. The first thing

803that needs to change is the task order, attempting to

804maintain the assignation originally allocated by the

805Manager agent. The new plan must meet the initial

806objectives. In the event that this is impossible, the nurses

807will need to be reassigned. This reassignment will

808attempt to limit changes to a minimum. For reassign-

809ment it is necessary to take into account the tasks that

810were assigned to the nurses, the development of the

811plans (which tasks have been carried out and which still

812need to be done) and the profiles of the nurses

813(prioritising preparation for the task that cannot be

814covered). The nurse who is assigned the task should

815replan in order to include the new task. In the event that
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816 the replanning is positive (the tasks that still need to be

817 done and the new task can be carried out) the process is

818 complete. If the replanning is negative, the next nurse

819 down in the ranking will be used.

820 Lastly, depending on the efficiency of the plan, it will

821 be stored together with its level of efficiency within the

822 beliefs base. In the paragraphs below, we give a specific

823 example in detail.

824 Let Ei ¼ fei0;
: : :; eihg the task carried out on patient i,

825 put in order of priority. We have the following problem

826 E ¼ [i E
i ¼ fe0;: : :; eng, that is updated on a daily

827 basis, where E denotes the complete set of tasks being

828 carried out and therefore has no superscript.

829 Selecting a nurse k∈{1,⋯, 10} at random (in

830 particular, k=3), it has been shown that the assignation

831 of tasks according to the profile was:

832 – Take patient 2 to the toilet≡e1
2; t1=30 min.

833 – Wash patient 2≡e3
2; t1=30 min.

834 – Give patient 2 their breakfast≡e2
2, t2=20 min.

835 – Give patents 4, 5 and 6 rehabilitation e4
5, e5

5, ye5
6;

836 t5=90 min.

837 – Check weight, blood pressure etc. of patient 6≡e0
6;

838 t0=60 min.

839 – Wash patient 5≡ 3
5; t3=30 min.

840 – Check weight, blood pressure etc. of patient 5≡e0
5;

841 t0=60 min.

842

843 Calculation of the tasks assigned verifies that the

844 total time allocated does not go over 8 h. As may be

845 noted, when the tasks are being assigned, the location of

846 the patients is not taken into account (the patients are

847 given the best treatment possible). But the location of

848 the patients is taken into account when the plan is

849 generated (in order to minimise the total time taken to

850 carry out the tasks).

851 Once the assignation of tasks is complete, each

852 ALGALZ agent carries out a plan for its nurse. They

853 retrieve similar assignations from the beliefs base, and

854 the corresponding plans that were used. A plan is made

855 and supplied to the nurse. The nurse then carries out the

856 plan in sections, in other words, task by task (The

857 current task is shown in the PDA and the nurse has to

858 introduce the result obtained after the task has been

859 accomplished). Each task has a series of objectives

860 which must be reached for the part of the plan to have

861 been completed successfully. In order to carry out each

862 task the nurse must have a number of resources

863 available. For example, the task “Check weight, blood

864 pressure etc.” corresponds to the objective “checking

865 health of patient”≡O0; the tasks “Take patient to the

866 toilet” and “wash patient” corresponds to the objective

867of appearance and physical well-being≡O1,3 and

868breakfast, lunch, tea and dinner correspond to the

869objective, physical recuperation≡O2,4,6,7 (task 2 indi-

870cates breakfast, task 4 indicates lunch, task 6 indicates

871tea, and 7 indicates dinner). The coding used for

872resources is similar. It has been decided that the

873objectives and resources variables should be dichotomic

874(binary) with a value of 0 to 1 in order to indicate the

875absence or presence of a resource or objective and to be

876represented in Fig. 4a. Value 1 indicates that this

877resource is needed or that this is the objective to be

878reached, while zero denotes the contrary.

879Fig. 4a shows the representation of a space R3 for

880tasks according to the following three coordinates: time,

881number of objectives achieved, and number of resources

882used (coordinates taken from similar cases recalled).

883Specifically, Fig. 4a shows a hyper plan of restrictions

884and the plan followed for a case retrieved from the

885beliefs base, considered to be similar. So that Fig. 4a

886isn't overly large, and in order for the plan to be

887appreciated at first glance, the time axis has been

Fig. 4. Hyperplan of restrictions. a) Hyperplan together with the

corresponding plan. b) Selection of the most replannable plan.
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888 rescaled (axis z), establishing an isomorphism between

889 the intervals [0.1] and [0.8]:

890 The isomorphism is as follows:

k : ½0; 1�Y½0; 8�
zYkðzÞ ¼ 8z

ð17Þ
891

893 For other similar retrieved cases, the same procedure is

894 followed. The new plan is made in such a way that the

895 planner proposes the plan in sections, with the greatest

896 density of plans around it (reflected by formulae (15) and

897 (16)). In short, from the tasks that the nurse needs to carry

898 out for one or several patients, the most similar cases

899 (from past experiences) are retrieved from the beliefs

900 base. Below, the hyper plan and the plan carried out are

901 shown. In order to understand the graphical representa-

902 tion, given that the plans aremade in sections, we focus on

903 one initial task e0 and a final task e5 on the same or a

904 different patient. Between the initial and the final task the

905 nurse could carry out other tasks (that involves the same

906 patients as those corresponding to tasks e0 and e5 or that

907 implicate other patients). The idea that the planner

908 presents is to choose as the optimal solution the plan

909 that has the most plans around it, involving these two

910 fixed tasks on the patient/s assigned, (independently of

911 whether or not it includes other tasks for other patients, if

912 the task is for a patient that hasn't been assigned to the

913 nurse, they are not carried out, but in this way, it also

914 allows the intersection of tasks on other patients):

915 In this way, as can be seen in Fig. 4b, the plan chosen is

916 the one represented by a discontinuous line since it

917 represents the plan that has most other plans around it and

918 involves other tasks that could be assigned in the case of

919 interruptions. In the example, the plan proposed was:

920 – Take patient 2 to the toilet≡e1
2; t1=30 min.

921 – Wash patient 2≡e3
2; t3=30 min.

922 – Give patient 2 breakfast≡e2
2, t2=20 min.

923 – Give rehabilitation to patients 4 and 5≡ e5
4ye5

5;

924 t5=90 min.

925 – Check patient 5's weight, blood pressure etc.≡e0
5;

926 t0=60 min.

927 – Wash patient 5≡e3
5; t3=30 min.

928 – Give rehabilitation to patient 6≡e5
6; t5=90 min

929 – Check patient 6's weight, blood pressure etc.≡e0
6;

930 t0=60 min.

931

932 During the experiment, patient 5 suffered a crisis and

933 needed to be attended to by the doctor. The nurse chosen

934 was giving rehabilitation to patient 4 at the time. Once

935 they had finished, patient 5 was still being attended by

936 the doctor (ascertained by the location of the patient and

937the doctor), the time taken to attend to such a crisis is

938stored in the beliefs base.

939The replanning applied took into account the tasks

940that still needed to be done and the time considered

941necessary for attending the crisis. In this way the planner

942proceeded to reorganise and replan the plan as follows:

943– Give rehabilitation to 4≡e5
4; t5=90 min.

944– Give rehabilitation to 6≡e5
6; t5=90 min.

945– Check patient 6's weight, blood pressure etc.≡e0
6;

946t0=60 min.

947– Check patient 5's weight, blood pressure etc.≡e0
5;

948t0=60 min.

949– Give rehabilitation to 5≡e5
5; t5=90 min.

950– Wash patient 5≡e3
5; t3=30 min.

951

952In the example presented, it has been possible to

953replan. In the event that it had been impossible to

954reorganise the tasks that remained, communication

955would be made with the Manager agent. The Manager

956agent would need to reassign the tasks according to the

957level of expertise of the nurses.

958The mathematical calculations for obtaining h(x),

959through Duchon techniques, the set of geodesics

960fgnðxÞgnaN through the resolution of the Euler and

961transversability equations, or for obtaining the Jacobi

962field, are carried out using the programme ®Mathema-

963tica 5.1 and the libraries Jspline+ and Jlink for java.

9646. Results and conclusions

965The ALZ-MAS system, incorporating AGALZ

966agents, has been tested over the last few months. During

967the testing period the system usefulness has been

968evaluated from different points of view. Fig. 5 shows

969the average number of nurses working simultaneously

970(each of the 24 h of the day) at the Residence before and

971after the implantation of the system prototype, with data

972collected from October 2005 to March 2006. The

973prototype was adopted on January 15th, 2006. The

974average number of patients was the same before and

975after the implementation. To test the system 30 patient

976agents, 10 AGALZ nurse agents, 2 doctor agents and 1

977manager agent were instantiated. In the tests related to

978the frame of this research we have focused on the

979AGALZ nurse agents, while the doctor agents do not

980have planning capabilities incorporated within them as

981yet. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the dark-blue area

982represents the average number of nurses required in the

983residence each hour of a day without the ALZ-MAS.

984The light-blue area represents the same measure but

985after the implementation of the ALZ-MAS. As can be
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986 seen, the ALZ-MAS helps the nurses to gain time,

987 which can be dedicated to the care of special patients, to

988 learn or to prepare new activities. The time spent on

989 supervision and control tasks has been reduced

990 substantially, as well as the time spent attending false

991 alarms, while the time for direct patient care has been

992 increased.

993 The tasks executed by nurses were divided in two

994 categories, direct action tasks and indirect action tasks.

995 Direct action tasks are those which require the nurse

996 acting directly on the patient during the whole task

997 (medication, posture change, toileting, feeding, etc.). In

998 the indirect action tasks the nurses do not need to act

999 directly on the patients all the time (reports, monitoring,

1000 visits). AGALZ agents can take care of some of these

1001 indirect actions, so nurses can dedicate more time to

1002 personal patients care. During the first testing period the

1003 problem was analysed and data was collected. The

1004 average time spent by nurses carrying out their duties

1005 with a given patient was obtained, having into account

1006 the patient type, its dependency level and the nurse

1007 professional level. For the direct action tasks, the

1008 following times were obtained for each patient:

1009 35 min cleaning, 18 min feeding, 8 min oral medication,

1010 30 min parenteral medication, 25 min posture change,

1011 8 min toileting, 60 min exercise and 10 min others for

1012 patients with a dependence degree of 1; and 45 min

1013 cleaning, 28 min feeding, 11 min oral medication,

1014 42 min parenteral medication, 50 min posture change,

1015 30 min toileting, 90 min exercise and 10 min others for

1016 patients with a dependence degree of 2. We are

1017 especially interested on time spent on indirect tasks;

1018 daily times obtained before and after the implementation

1019for each task can be seen on Table 2. Table 2 shows how

1020the implementation of the ALZ-MAS reduces the time

1021spent on indirect task. For example, the average number

1022of minutes spent by a nurse on monitoring patients has

1023been reduced from 167 daily minutes to 105 daily

1024minutes without reducing the care level and the patients

1025safety.

1026Some authors such as Langer [10] have studied the

1027role of the mindfulness in treating elderly people.

1028During this research project we have been trying to

1029construct a patient-centered social system. Both

1030AGALZ and ALZ-MAS have been designed and

1031developed from the perspective of the patients and the

1032relationship established between the patients and staff.

1033One of the main contributions of this paper is a dynamic

1034planning mechanism which allows replanning in

1035execution time, which in turn improves patient care.

1036The system also facilitates the more flexible assignation

1037of the working shifts at the residence; since the workers

1038have reduced the time spent on routine tasks and can

1039assign this time to extra activities, such as exercising the

1040patients, learning, carrying out leisure activities or just

1041talking with the patients or with their families. Their

1042work is automatically monitored, as well as the patients'

1043activities. The stored information may be analysed with

1044knowledge discovery techniques and may help to

1045improve the quality of life for the patients and the

1046efficiency of the center. The security of the center has

1047also been improved in three ways: the system monitors

1048the patients and guarantees that each one of them is in

1049the right place; secondly, only authorised personnel can

1050gain access to the residence protected areas, and thirdly,

1051the information is stored in a more secure way using

1052redundance and generating continuous backups. The

1053access to information has been protected in order to

1054guarantee confidentiality.

1055We had certain problems implementing the system,

1056partly because the nurses and workers were not familiar

Fig. 5. Number of nurses working simultaneously. (For interpretation

of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to

the web version of this article.)

Table 2 t2:1

Time (min) spent on indirect tasks t2:2

t2:3Monitoring Reports Visits Other Total

t2:4Before 167 48 73 82 370

t2:5After 105 40 45 60 250

Table 3 t3:1

Efficiency and quality of the CBP engine t3:2

t3:3Strategy Typical case Quality

t3:4Cet nc efo effr effr Ce0.2
t3:594 12 0.47 0.69 0.05 30
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1057 with the use of PDA devices, so some courses were given

1058 to introduce them to these technologies and teach them

1059 how to use the system interface. After that and with some

1060 difficulties with the installation of the wireless access

1061 points (with the propagation of the signal) and the

1062 collocation of the RFID door readers, the system was

1063 running smoothly, with only minor problems.

1064 The CBP–BDI architecture of the AGALZ gents

1065 presented in this paper solves one of the problems of

1066 BDI (deliberative) architectures, which is the lack of

1067 learning capacity. Table 3 shows achieved objectives vs.

1068 Possible objectives (efficacy: efo); objectives reached

1069 vs. Resources used (efficiency: eff); number of actions

1070 or beliefs used (plan stages: nc); efficiency of the plan in

1071 terms of the number of stages (effr); percentage of cases

1072 that reach a solution state vs. the total number (Cet) and

1073 percentage of successful cases that reach values within

1074 the top 20% (Ce0.2). The agent improves its learning as

1075 the CBP system comes into play. The number of

1076 interruptions for replanning is notable reduced. It also

1077 reduces the gap that exists between the formalization

1078 and the implementation of BDI agents. The reasoning

1079 cycle of the CBR systems helps the agents to solve

1080 problems, to adapt to changes in the environment, and to

1081 identify new possible solutions. In order to evaluate the

1082 learning capacity of the AGALZ agents, the quality of

1083 the plans has been measured. The number of interrup-

1084 tions indicates the number of replannings carried out up

1085 to the completion of a plan. As previously explained in

1086 Section 2, AGALZ executes CBP cycles in order to

1087 learn. After the AGALZ agent executes 100 plans it

1088 reduces the number of interruptions, at an average of

1089 30%. The average number of interruptions is of 9 times,

1090 per day, after ten executed plans, around 8 times after

1091 executing 50 plans and around 7 times after executing

1092 100 plans. The results obtained lead us to conclude that

1093 AGALZ improves its behaviour with learning, and that

1094 the number of interruptions does not decrease by more

1095 than 7 per day, on average.

1096 In the future, health care for Alzheimer's patients, the

1097 elderly and people with other disabilities will require the

1098 use of new technologies that allow medical personnel to

1099 carry out their tasks more efficiently. Weick [17]

1100 describes the fundamental problems of knowledge

1101 transfer and sense making in digital/computer based

1102 environments. We have shown the potential of deliber-

1103 ative AGALZ agents in a distributed multi-agent system

1104 focused on health care, providing a way to respond to

1105 some challenges of health care, related for example to

1106 the identification, control and health care planning. In

1107 addition, the use of RFID technology on people

1108 provides a high level of interaction among users and

1109patients through the system and is fundamental in the

1110construction of the intelligent environment. Further-

1111more, the use of mobile devices, when used well, can

1112facilitate social interactions and knowledge transfer.
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